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Abstract

Planning domain descriptions contain many structural
features, not made explicit by the domain designer
but nevertheless present in the representation, that
can be exploited by a planner to reduce search. We
have explored the effect of a range of logical features,
extracted during pre-planning analysis, on the search
performance of both forward- and backward-searching
planning systems and have confirmed that consider-
able planning-time benefits can result from the use
of efficient pre-planning analysis techniques. Domains
involving time and other numeric quantities contain
non-logical features which are harder to extract from
a domain model. We have explored the combination
of our existing pre-planning technology with standard
model-checking approaches in order to extract tempo-
ral features of a planning domain that can improve
planning performance. In this paper we explain how
such domain features are extracted and how they can
be exploited by the search strategy of a planner.

Introduction

Static analysis of planning domains can yield informa-
tion that shortcuts a planner’s search and improves
its planning performance. We have demonstrated the
utility of static analysis of STRIPS domains using our
pre-planning analysis system TIM(Fox & Long 1998;
2000b; Long & Fox 2000; Gerevini & Schubert 1996).
In this paper we show how automatic static analy-
sis can be applied to domains involving numeric con-
straints and properties including the passage of time.
One possibility is to inform a planner by identifying
when critical events will occur, which may or may
not be desirable, so that the planner can focus on
avoiding or facilitating these. Another possibility is
to recognise the presence of deadlock states in a do-
main model. We are currently investigating the use of
model checking technology to perform such analyses as
a pre-planning phase. Model-checking has been identi-
fied as a planning paradigm (Cimatti et al. 1997) and
there is a significant body of research on planning as
model-checking. However, our work is concerned not

with planning but with the analysis of domains prior
to planning. We have a number of reasons for believ-
ing that model-checking for pre-planning can be effi-
cient and can ease some of the important bottlenecks
in planning. These issues are discussed further below.

It is necessary to begin by describing the language
in which the planning domains we analyze are en-
coded. We will then briefly describe the processes by
which timed automata are constructed from domains
expressed in this language, and our reasons for believ-
ing that the automata which need to be model-checked
are generally small with respect to the overall size of
the domain. Finally we will indicate how the results of
model-checking these automata might be exploited by
a planner.

The Domain Representation Language:

PDDL%

Our intention is to capture rich domains characterized
by temporal and numeric aspects as well as purely log-
ical ones. There are a number of planning systems
in existence that can handle domains of this kind (Ix-
TeT (Ghallab & Laruelle 1994), HSTS (Jo’nsson ctal.
2000), Aspen (Smith et al. 1998)), though all of these
use their own "in house" languages. A central feature
of all of these languages is the use of temporal intervals
and relationships between them, such as whether they
meet, or overlap, to identify where state changes occur
on one or more timelines.

The domain representation language we use is
PDDL+, an extension to McDermott’s PDDL lan-
guage(McDermott 2000; McDermott & the AIPS’98
Planning Competition Committee 1998), currently be-
ing developed by Maria Fox and Derek Long (Fox 
Long 2000a). PDDL÷ uses a point-based representa-
tion, rather than an interval-based one, in which an ac-
tion that does not have its effect until some time after
its application is represented by a three-stage sequence
consisting of a triggering action, with instantaneous ef-
fect, the process that this initiates, which continues to
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be active whilst its preconditions are satisfied, and the
instantaneous event or action that terminates the pro-
cess. We refer to this as the start-process-stop model.
The start-process-stop model allows the representation
of the idea of durative action, but has a cleaner un-
derlying semantics. ~rthermore, it is as expressive
as the interval-based approach used by existing plan-
ning systems as it is possible to map the meets, met-
by, contains and other temporal interval relationships
to point-based relationships between the actions, pro-
cesses and events in the start-process-stop representa-
tion (Fox & Long 2001).

PDDL+ allows the modelling of instantaneous state
transitions, or actions, as in PDDL. In PDDL+ actions
can have numeric pre-and post-conditions. Actions are
chosen for application by the planning agent and can-
not model aspects of the physics of the domain that
lie outside of the planner’s control. If the only mod-
elling components are actions, the application of which
is under the planner’s control, then it is impossible
to properly model environmental changes that occur
spontaneously, or because of unintended interactions
between actions and environmental conditions. In or-
der to model how action can bring about desirable con-
sequences, in a potentially dynamic environment, it is
necessary to be able to model things that happen out-
side of the planner’s control.

An example of the kind of situation that one might
want to model is the consequence of leaving a pan of
water boiling on a lighted stove. If the pan is not
removed from the stove when the water boils it will
begin to boil away. Eventually the pan will boil dry
and will burn. In order to successfully boil water for
some purpose it is necessary to plan to remove the pan
from the stove when the desired temperature has been
reached. This requires the modelling of the change in
temperature of water over time as well as the event
of the pan burning, which is not something that the
planning agent is likely to want to bring about.

The language therefore supports two additional
modelling components to make this modelling possi-
ble. In addition to actions it provides events which
look like actions but are applied by the environment
and are outside the control of the planner. Whenever
their preconditions are true they apply and result in
state transitions. It further supplies processes which,
like events, are applied by the environment and are
not controllable by the planner. Unlike events they do
not model state change but the extent of time spent in
a state. They model change over time in some quan-
tity so they always have at least one effect describing
the change in some numeric value over time. These
are termed durative numeric effects. Processes can-

not have logical effects, since they do not model state
transition, although they might have logical precondi-
tions as well as non-durative numeric ones. Using a
combination of events, processes and actions, domain
features that might, alternatively, be modelled by ac-
tions with duration are modelled, in PDDL+, using
the start-process-stop approach described above.

Processes can be initiated by actions or events and
continue to execute while their preconditions are satis-
fied. As soon as their preconditions cease to hold they
stop. This can be brought about by an event (some-
thing happens in the environment to cause the process
to terminate) or by an action (the planner chooses 
stop the process). Returning to the water example
given above, the process of heating can be stopped by
the event of the water reaching boiling point, or by
the event of a clock timer timing out (assuming that
it can be known in advance how long it takes for a
certain amount of water to boil) or by the planning
agent removing the pan from the stove. The start-
process-stop model is very flexible, because it allows
the representation of very detailed aspects of the pro-
cesses being modelled - for example, the rate of water
evaporation over time - but is also allows these details
to be completely abstracted out and the passage of
time only to be modelled. For example, walking is an
action that is naturally seen as having duration, and
walking between locations A and B can reasonably be
modelled by a durative action that has the effect of the
walker arriving at B within a certain time of leaving
A. This kind of action is different from water-boiling
because the planner does not have the option of going
off to do something else while walking is in progress.
In PDDL+, walking can be modelled as the planner
initiating, by setting off on the walk, a process of time
passing. This process is terminated by an arrive event
which becomes applicable as soon as the amount of
time required, to reach B from A, has passed.

A PDDL+ plan contains only time-stamped actions,
where the time granularity is determined by the do-
main designer and specified as part of the domain de-
scription. For example, the domain designer might
specify a granularity of 0.1 seconds, which means that
things that happen at a finer granularity than tenths
of seconds apart will not be able to be identified with
distinct time stamps. This has the effect of making
occurrences appear to be simultaneous. However, si-
multaneity of occurrences is always an abstraction of
a finer granularity at which time passes between the
two occurrences. At the given granularity level ac-
tions may only be simultaneous if their pre-and post-
conditions are non-interacting (following a standard
mutual-exclusion protocol).



Neither events nor processes are visible in a plan,
but the validity of a plan depends on the actions in
the plan being applicable in the states that result from
any triggered events and/or processes. Processes up-
date numeric values at a rate determined by the spec-
ified level of granularity of the domain, so it possible
for such updates, and for any triggered events, to oc-
cur apparently simultaneously with actions. A plan
will be considered invalid if conflicts occur between ac-
tions and natural occurrences (events and processes) 
the specified granularity level, even if there would be
no such conflicts at a lower level of granularity. This
is sensible in a model that allows things to happen
concurrently, because the coarser the granularity the
more difficult it is to temporally separate possibly con-
flicting behaviours (whether selected by the planner or
triggered within the environment).

Because of the mappings that exist, between
PDDL+ and the interval-based languages of existing
resource-compatible planners, the static analysis that
we perform on PDDL+ models can equally be applied
to models expressed in these interval-based languages,
following the (meanining-preserving) conversion of the
interval-based model into PDDL+.

Modelling Domains in PDDLW

We have undertaken a range of domain modelling ex-
ercises in PDDL+, resulting in the development of a
number of small domains with temporal and other nu-
meric features. These domains all involve exogenous
events that can be either exploited or avoided, depend-
ing on context. For example, in the bath-filling domain
(figure 1) the exogenous event of the bath flooding can
be exploited to achieve a state in which the floor is wet
if the goal is to have the floor washed and there are no
other means by which water can be transferred to the
floor. On the other hand, the flooding event can be
avoided, by taking some action to avoid it, if the floor
being wet is not a desirable state. The fact that the
environment is dynamic, and that things change over
time without the planner’s direct intervention, means
that reasoning about the effects of actions is a much
more complex process than it is in a classical planning
context. We are exploring the extent to which static
analysis techniques can reveal information about the
logical and causal structure of the domain, in a form
that the planner can exploit, to help to reduce the
planning-time reasoning burden on the planner.

We are investigating the use of a combination of
two forms of static analysis. These two forms are
the analysis of logical features of the domain, using
the TIM technology, and the analysis of the temporal
and numeric aspects of PDDL+ domains using model-

(define (domain bath)
(:requirements :strips)
(:predicates (off ?x ?y) (on ?t ?b) (plug_in 

(wet_floor ?b) (dry_floor ?b))
(:functors (capacity ?b) (level ?b) (flow 

(flow-rate ?t))
(:action turn_on

:parameters
(?tap
?b)

:precondition
(and (off ?tap ?b)

(plug_in ?b))
:effect

(and (not (off ?tap ?b))
(on ?tap ?b)
(flow ?b += flow-rate ?tap)))

(:action turn_off
:parameters

(?tap
7b)

:precondition
(and (on ?tap ?b)

(plug_in ?b))
:effect

(and (not (on ?tap ?b))
(off ?tap ?b)
(flow ?b -= flow-rate ?tap)))

(:action put_plug_in
:parameters (?b

?tap)
:precondition

(and (off ?tap ?b)
(plug_out ?b))

:effect
(and (not (plug_out ?b))

(plug_in ?b)))

(:action pull_plug_out
:parameters (?b

?tap)
:precondition

(and (off ?tap ?b)
(plug in ?b))

:effect
(and (not (plug_in ?b))

(plug_out ?b)
(level ?b := 0)))

(:process bath_filling
:parameters

(Tb
?tap)

:precondition
(and (level ?b <= capacity ?b) (on ?tap ?b))

:effect (and (level ?b += #t * flow ?b))

(:event flood
:parameters

(Zb)
:precondition

(and (level ?b == capacity ?b)
(flow ?b > O)

(dry_floor ?b))
:effect

(and (wet_floor ?b)
(not (dry_floor ?b))
(level ?b := capacity ?b)))

)

Figure 1: PDDL+ description of the bath domain.
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checking techniques. TIM can be used to partition
a domain into functionally distinct object classes to-
gether with the state transitions they can perform.
This analysis results in the construction of a collec-
tion of FSMs, one for each identified object class. If
TIM is analysing a domain specification that already
contains type distinctions and explicit associations be-
tween types and behaviours, as a domain might when
it has been obtained by conversion from an interval-
based language, then TIM can exploit this specified
information rather than rediscover it.

When analysing STRIPS domains TIM is able to
identify a range of structural features that can be
very effectively exploited by a planner to reduce its
search (Fox & Long 1998; 2000b; Long & Fox 2000;
2001). For example, TIM can identify the presence
of certain sub-problems that can be solved using spe-
cialised heuristics that can be automatically invoked.
We first considered the identification of Travelling
Salesman sub-problems and designed a way of integrat-
ing a specialised TSP strategy with a forward search
based planner (Fox & Long 2000b). More recently 
have used TIM to identify Multi-Processor Schedul-
ing problems (MPS) in STRIPS domains (Long & 
2001). To exploit the presence of MPS sub-problems
effectively it is necessary to know the task lengths. In
a STRIPS domain the length of a task is encoded as a
path through states in the state-space through which
objects in the task class can move. TIM can identify
the lengths of these paths from the FSMs it builds to
represent the object classes and their behaviours. Hav-
ing identified the task lengths we are able to make use
of a good quality MPS heuristic to solve these prob-
lems.

However, STRIPS domains have no temporal or nu-
meric features, so the exact techniques appropriate for
analysing these domains are of less direct use when
analysing non-STRIPS domains expressed in PDDL+.
When domains are temporal the transitions that ob-
jects make between states have a temporal aspect to
them as well as a logical one (the bath takes time to
go from being empty to being full). This affects the
way we analyse such domains for the presence of sub-
problems. The task lengths in a MPS problem will
be determined not just by the lengths of the paths
that task objects take through state spaces, but also
the duration of these paths. Furthermore, the inte-
gration of the purely logical structure of a domain
with its temporal and other numeric features cannot
be modelled using FSMs alone. In order to analyse
PDDL+ domains we therefore extended TIM to con-
struct timed automata instead of FSMs wherever pro-
cesses and events affect the behaviour of any class of

objects.
In a domain involving time there are a variety of

useful hints that can be given to a planner to help it
to avoid unnecessary search. For example, a planner
can benefit from knowing the latest time at which it
can afford to perform some action to enable a desired
state to be reached at some specified time point. It
can also benefit from knowing how long it will take
for a certain event to occur following the application
of some action. In terms of automatically identifying
sub-problems, such as MPS, the computation of the
task lengths will involve determining how much time
it will take to get a task object along its path of neces-
sary transitions. This is the kind of information that
a model-checker can extract from a timed automaton
model.

In the following section we describe how TIM can be
used to extract, from a PDDL+ domain description,
timed automata that can be analysed using standard
model-checking techniques. We then describe how we
have so far used model-checking to identify temporal
properties of interest from a domain description.

Analysis of PDDL+ Domains

Our current strategy for analysing domains expressed
in PDDL+ is to begin by analysing the logical model,
in order to obtain the types and logical invariants that
are present, and then to extend the logical model into
a temporal one by supplementing it with numeric in-
formation.

The logical component of a domain is analysed us-
ing our static analysis system, TIM (Fox & Long 1998;
1999). This constructs FSM models of the behaviours
associated with each of the object classes, or types,
that can be inferred from a planning domain. These
automata provide a basis for analysing the underlying
functional structures of domains, and have proved a
useful basis for automatic recognition of a variety of
common sub-problems and representations. TIM was
originally designed for analysis of STRIPS domains ex-
pressed in the PDDL domain description language but
it remains appropriate for analysing the logical proper-
ties of the finite components of a non-STRIPS domain.

The FSMs constructed by TIM correspond to a de-
composition of the behaviour of types of objects in the
planning domain. A single type might be characterised
by several FSMs, each describing a separate facet of the
behaviour of the type. For example, doors that can
be open or closed and locked or unlocked would have
two separate FSMs to characterise this behaviour, il-
lustrated in figure 2. Although this decomposition is
highly useful and allows a compact representation of
the behaviours of objects, it can make obscure certain
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numeric preconditions for objects making these tran-
sitions), assignments (the numeric effects of the tran-
sitions) and, in the cases of transitions triggered by
actions, synchronizations with the execution of those
actions. Transitions triggered by events and processes
are not synchronized with any external event. The re-
sult of this process is the basis for the construction of
a collection of timed automata that can be analysed to
identify the temporal properties of the domain model.

Figure 2: Two FSMs describe the behaviours of door
objects.

)SED
)CKED

lock_door

)$ED

Figure 3: Single product FSM describes more precisely
the behaviour of door objects.

aspects of the behaviours of objects. To continue the
example of the doors, if doors can only be opened or
closed when unlocked, and can only be locked when
closed, then the state in which the door is both locked
and open is unreachable. This is not clear in the de-
composition, but becomes apparent when the product
of the FSMs is formed, using the conditions satisfied
in the states of one FSM that enable transitions be-
tween states in another FSM to filter the accessibility
relations between compound states in the new product
FSM. Since the transitions in the FSMs are guarded by
the logical preconditions that must be satisfied by ob-
jects making these transitions, it is possible to form the
product under the closure of these guards and hence
eliminate predicates from the product that are not ac-
cessible to the objects that will traverse the product
automaton. This is illustrated, for the doors example,
in figure 3.

Once the TIM analysis has been extended by form-
ing the product of two or more FSMs relating the be-
havour of objects in the same class, the behaviours they
describe are amended with the numerical information
extracted from the representation of the actions, events
and processes in the model. Transitions in the product
automata are supplemented with numeric guards (the

PDDL+ does not support arbitrary numbers as be-
ing of equivalent status to other objects, but restricts
them to be the values assigned to the measurement
of properties of named objects in the domain. This
has an important consquence, which is that the col-
lection of first-class objects is finite, with a logical be-
haviour that is described by finite collections of states
and hence supports the construction of FSMs. The nu-
meric aspects of the domain are confined to being val-
ues associated with properties of these objects. These
values can be affected by transitions in an FSM, be
used in guards that constrain access to transitions and
be used to model the effects of passing time. This
restriction on the role of numeric values has the im-
portant consequences that choices of different instan-
tiations of actions during planning remain finite, since
they cannot range over arbitrary numeric values, and
the structure of the behaviours of objects conform to fi-
nite state machines, making them amenable to various
analyses, including some based on model-checking.

The product automata provide a complete picture of
the possible states of a class of objects and the transi-
tions, both logical and numeric, that are possible be-
tween these states. They still represent a decomposi-
tion of the entire state structure of the behaviour of
the domain, since separate automata are constructed
for each type of objects, and only one automaton is
constructed for the entire class of objects of each type.
The complete state space for the domain would be
given by taking the product of the collection of au-
tomata formed by constructing a distinct instance of
each base automaton for each object of the correspond-
ing type. This would be, in general, far too large to
construct. The automata for individual type classes al-
ready represent a significant expansion of the compact
decomposition generated by TIM. However, the benefit
we gain from allowing this expansion is a complete and
analysable picture of the potentially accessible states
for each class of objects, together with the transitions
that link them (complete with temporal dimensions
where appropriate).
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Model-Checking the Automata

It is relatively simple to translate the product au-
tomata into timed hybrid automata, which can then be
further analysed to provide information to the planner
either before or during planning. First we describe the
automaton model we use, then the translation, then
analysis which we are able to perform and the possible
uses of this in producing a plan.

Timed hybrid automata are an extension of timed
automata (Alur & Dill 1990). The basic notion is that
of a finite state machine extended with real-valued vari-
ables. These variables can be used to form enabling
conditions for transitions by comparing with a con-
stant value, and to form invariant conditions for states.
Variables can be reset when transitions take place, but
cannot be assigned a value other than 0, and cannot
be compared with each other. In a standard timed au-
tomaton all variables increase their value in line with
the increase in global time, and are known as clocks.
In a hybrid automaton, the rate at which a variable
changes may vary with the state. When this rate is
restricted to be a natural number these automata are
called linear hybrid automata. A (linear) hybrid au-
tomaton is defined by:

¯ a set of states S;

¯ a set of transitions between states T C S × S;

¯ a set of variables V.

A variable valuation is a function v : V --~ Real which
assigns a real value to each variable.

Associated with each state in S is:

¯ an invariant function which takes a variable valua-
tion and specifies whether the state is allowed with
that valuation;

¯ a rate of change for each variable.

Associated with each transition in T is:

¯ an enabling function which takes a variable valuation
and specifies whether the transition is allowed with
that valuation;

¯ a reset function which specifies which variables are
to be reset to 0 when the transition is taken;

¯ a set of labels for sychronisation.

The product automata constructed by TIM have
very nearly all of the information required in the form
needed for their timed automaton representation, with
states, transition guards and synchronisations map-
ping across directly. A little bit of work needs to be

done with the assignments and transitions, because in
the planning model changes to variables due to the
passage of time are made explicit with a transition as-
signment of the form

level + = #t * flow

In the automaton model this transition is not listed
explicitly, although there is a corresponding transition
in the timed labelled transition system which arises
from the timed automaton. Instead this is used to
define the rate of change of the variable for the timed
automaton state. This is well-defined because all such
transitions in the planning model are made from a state
to itself.

Finally, the invariants for the timed automaton
states need to be produced. These are needed to gov-
ern transitions that must occur at a certain time, corre-
sponding to processes in the planning domain. In such
a case it is not enough to add a transition with a guard
like level >= capacity because this does not guaran-
tee that such a transition will occur once the guard be-
comes true. Each such guard is therefore (non-strictly)
negated to form an invariant on the source state (in
this case: level <= capacity), so that it is not possi-
ble to remain in that state once the transition becomes
enabled. Where there is more than one such outgoing
transition from a state, the negated guards are con-
joined to form the invariant.

All of the work required to transform a product au-
tomaton into a timed automaton can be done automat-
ically. The necessary information is inferred by TIM
- it is just a case of expressing this information in the
appropriate form and this task is trivial.

During planning the planner will be searching for
certain goal states which may be the final goal state or
some intermediate goal state. One way in which model-
checking can help the planner is to prune the search
space by eliminating search paths which are never go-
ing to lead to the desired goal state. In a planning do-
main with resources, such as we have been discussing,
the planner may try to reach a goal state from a state
in which there is insufficient time, or not enough re-
sources available, to make this possible. Eventually
the planner will realise that it is not possible to reach
the state, so will either have to abandon that goal state
(if it is an intermediate state) or abandon the source
state and backtrack. In either case, time will be wasted
in trying to solve impossible problems. Using a hy-
brid model-checker such as HyTech (Henzinger, Ho, 
Wong-Toi 1995) we can perform forward timed reach-
ability analysis to settle the question statically where
it pertains to the behaviour of an object traversing a
timed automaton. One advantage of HyTech is the
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availability of parametric analysis, allowing us to es-
tablish the conditions on a parameter under which a
state is reachable from another. This means that we
can use HyTech to calculate minimum and maximum
times for reachability. Such information can assist a
planner by identifying specific regions of a timeline in
which certain activities must take place if the goal is
to be achieved. Although this information can be com-
puted dynamically, for example by a constraint prop-
agation algorithm, pre-planning analysis allows it to
be pre-determined and therefore separated from the
reasoning burden on the planner. Once computed the
information can be presented to the planner as part of
the initial state specification (specific activities can be
placed within bounded regions on a timeline). HyTech
also offers backwards teachability analysis which could
be used for the same purpose, or for suggesting inter-
mediate goal states.

To perform such simple a priori analyses we sim-
ply throw away all synchronisation actions, so we rep-
resent no knowledge of how the other components or
the planner will behave. A more sophisticated analysis
would allow the behaviour of other types of objects to
be taken into account in determining whether a given
object can reach its goal state. This will certainly be
necessary for extending our analysis to deal with goals
involving interactions between types belonging to dif-
ferent product spaces. Finally, the analysis could be
extended to take into account aspects of the dynamic
planning process (for example, a representation of the
current candidate plan) in the form of another automa-
ton to be composed and synchronised for analysis dur-
ing the planning process.

Clearly the main issue is that of performance.
Model-checking can provide guarantees about the be-
haviour of portions of the planning domain, and hence
serve to reduce planning time without compromis-
ing the quality of the final plan, but only if the
model-checking process itself is computationally fea-
sible. We expect this analysis to be feasible if the
timed automata that must be analysed remain com-
pact - clearly the approach breaks down in domains
in which all significant behaviour takes place within
the same automaton. However, our experiences with
analysing different domains has convinced us that type
differentiation tends to increase as domains increase in
size and complexity. If this is the case (we do not yet
have any formal argument to support it) then domains
that cannot be feasibly model-checked in their entirety
will decompose into small enough automata to make
their model-checking feasible.

The performance of the model-checker itself may
need further scrutiny, as HyTech is quite old and

focuses on expressiveness of the model rather than
brute performance. Other model-checkers, such as Up-
paal (Yi, Larsen, & Pettersson 1997), have focused 
performance at the expense of the expressiveness of
the model and complexity of the properties that can
be checked. However, recent experimental work has
been done on extending Uppaal with stopwatches --
hybrid variables with rates of 0 or 1 -- which are in
fact as expressive as more general linear hybrid au-
tomata (Cassez & Larsen 2000). This work may 
useful in improving the performance of pre-planning
analysis.

Examples of Analysis of Domains

We have applied our analysis to PDDL+ encodings of
several domains, including a simple model of a bath
(which can be filled, possibly to the point of overflow-
ing), a version of a simple transportation domain in
which vehicles consume fuel and drivers have restric-
tions on their working and resting hours and a triv-
ial robot domain constructed by automatic transla-
tion from DDL (the language used in the HSTS plan-
ner) to PDDL+. This translation relies on a map-
ping, from the interval-based constructs of DDL to the
point-based constructs of PDDL+, which we have con-
structed and are in the process of refining.

The bath domain is a simple model of what hap-
pens when the process of running water into a bath is
initiated. Assuming that the bath is plugged, water
will run into the bath and eventually the bath will be-
come full. If the tap is not turned off before the bath
becomes full then the bath will overflow. The flood-
ing of the bathroom is probably not desired, so the
planner must turn the tap on, wait for some moments
and then turn the tap off in order to achieve a state
in which the bath is full enough to serve its purpose.
This is achieved using an action-process-action instan-
tiation of the start-process-stop model. If the tap is not
turned off the bath-filling process will be terminated by
the event of flooding.

Analysis of the domain results in the construction
of the timed automaton shown in Figure 4. This au-
tomaton models the behaviour of the bath, which is
defined in terms of the tap and plug associated with
that bath. It can be model-checked to obtain the lat-
est time (relative to t) at which the tap can be turned
off, having been turned on at time t, in order to avoid
flooding. Model-checking will also give us the latest
(in fact, exact) time at which the tap should be turned
on if a full bath is required at time t. Our present,
simple, model assumes that water flows into the bath
at a constant rate and that there is only one tap per
bath. Furthermore, this one tap can only be turned on
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SYNC puuplug_in?

GUARD:
SYNC put plug_in?level >= capacity

SYNC pull_plug_out? GUARD:
ASSIGN: level >= capacity SYNC tam on7
level := 0

SYNC pull plug_out?
ASSIGN:
level := 0

SYNC tum..off?

dry_floor
tap_on
plug_in

INV: level <= capacity
dlevel=flow

GUARD:
SYNC turn_on? SYNC turn_off? level >= capacity

wet floor
tap_on
plug_in

INV: level <= capacity
dlevel=flow

Figure 4: The Timed Automaton for the Bath.

when the plug is in (we have not tried to model how
the level in the bath changes when water is running
both in and out at different rates).

If we were to extend the model, so that there were
different taps from which water flowed at different
rates, then model-checking could compute the enve-
lope of time and tap flow combinations required to
achieve a full bath. A planner can use this informa-
tion to most effectively deploy resources in a domain
in which different actions (such as turning on taps at
different times) use a resource (the agent) to initiate
and control the rate at which a process (the bath fill-
ing) executes. Although such deployment choices can
be made by search there is considerable potential for
performance improvement when such choices are taken
offiine.

Conclusions

We have extended the static analysis techniques of
TIM to handle a language expressive enough to cap-
ture time and numerically varying quantities. This
has involved combining the types, invariants and sub-
problem-identification techniques of TIM with stan-
dard model-checking techniques. Our preliminary
work in this area suggests that model-checking can pro-
vide information that can improve the search efficiency

of a planner.
Although, in the worst case, the construction of the

product spaces is exponential in the number of predi-
cates in the domain description, we have observed that
the sizes of the product spaces is strongly correlated
with the degree of type differentiation present in the
model. As domain models increase in complexity the
degree of type differentiation that they exhibit tends
to increase. This suggests that our strategy of con-
structing product automata is likely to be acceptably
efficient in practice. Further work remains to estab-
lish whether the use of model-checking techniques dur-
ing pre-planning can effectively reduce the planning-
time reasoning burden. We intend to integrate our
pre-planning strategies with a timeline-based planning
strategy to determine the advantage obtained from us-
ing pre-computed constraint envelopes to constrain the
choices available at planning time.
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